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Guidance Note for Self-Employed Teachers 
 
1 Introduction 
 
1.1 The University must comply with employment and tax law in the engagement of all workers. 

There may be occasions when the nature of the relationship between the University and a 
worker is one where the criteria for the relationship to be classified as a contract for services 
are met. In these cases the worker is a supplier to the University and not an employee under a 
contract of service. 

1.2 The rules that determine if the nature of the relationship is one of a contract for services (self-
employment) or for a contract of service (employment) are complex. HM Revenue & Customs 
publish guidance for employers to assist them in making a decision. It is necessary to examine 
the real nature of the relationship: what the parties call their relationship, or what they consider 
it to be, is not conclusive.  

1.3 As a general guide, if the answer is 'Yes' to the following questions, then the worker is probably 
an employee:  

o Do they have to do the work themselves?  

o Can someone tell them at any time what to do, where to carry out the work or when and 
how to do it?  

o Must they work a set amount of hours?  

o Can someone move them from task to task?  

o Are they paid by the hour, week, or month?  

o Can they get overtime pay or bonus payment?  

If the answer is “No” to the questions above but 'Yes' to the following questions, it will usually mean 
that the worker is self-employed:  

o Can they hire someone to do the work or engage helpers at their own expense?  

o Do they risk their own money?  

o Do they provide the main items of equipment they need to do their job, not just the 
small tools that many employees provide for themselves?  

o Do they agree to do a job for a fixed price regardless of how long the job may take?  

o Can they decide what work to do, how and when to do the work and where to provide 
the services?  

o Do they regularly work for a number of different people?  

o Do they have to correct unsatisfactory work in their own time and at their own expense?  

1.4 The University’s policy is that it will only treat an engagement as a contract for services (self-
employment) when it is able to satisfy itself on the true nature of the relationship and the 
provider of the service is able to satisfy the University that they are registered with HM 
Revenue & Customs as self-employed for the purposes of the work to be undertaken for 
the University. Personnel & Staff Development may ask to see a copy of a letter issued by HM 
Revenue & Customs. It should be noted that a person who is self-employed doing one type of 
work will not, necessarily, be treated as self-employed for all work that they undertake. 



2 National Insurance Contributions (NICs) 

2.1 Regulations exist that empower HM Revenue and Customs to compel certain types of 
employers to treat workers in particular occupations as employees for national insurance 
contributions purposes, whether or not they are classed as self-employed for taxation 
purposes. (See HMRC website at: http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/manuals/esmmanual/esm4000.htm) 

2.2 The University is an “educational establishment” and is obliged by Social Security 
(Categorisation of Earners) Regulations 1978 to treat teachers who work for it on a self-
employed basis as employees for NIC purposes. (See ESM4503 – Particular occupations: 
teachers, lecturers and tutors - NICs) The University must deduct Class 1 NIC from payments 
in respect of supplier’s invoices and also account for employer’s contributions. 

2.3 There are exceptions, if: 

 Prior to giving the instruction, the teacher has agreed to give it on not more than 3 days in 3 
consecutive months; or 

 The instruction is given as a public lectures. A public lecture is regarded as one which any 
one can attend; that is, it is not part of a course or confined to a particular group or society; 
or 

 The instruction is not given in an educational establishment and is given on courses which 
are purely recreational or vocational.  

2.4 The University will therefore make payment to teachers engaged on a self-employed basis 
through its payroll system. This is a monthly payroll with a cut-off date in the middle of the 
month for payments to reach workers bank accounts by BACS no later than the last working 
day of each calendar month. This should be taken into account when submitting invoices for 
payment. 

2.5 Self-employed teachers will need to be set up on the University’s payroll system. Form PD89 
fulfils this purpose and gathers data that is necessary to both make payment and fulfil the 
University’s reporting requirements to the Higher Education Statistical Agency (HESA). 

2.6 The University has obtained guidance from HMRC to clarify the reporting of the income, 
subject to Class 1 NIC but not taxed, by the recipient. “The income should be excluded from 
trading income but be declared in the main part of the Self Assessment Tax Return at box 15 
onwards under “Other Taxable Income”. This will result in any tax due being recovered through 
self-assessment, but as it is not included in the self-employment pages of the Return, Class 4 
NIC will not be calculated”. 
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